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……Respondents

ORDER
(DATE OF HEARING : 24.5.2004)
In this application, the petitioner has made the following prayers:
(a)

Review the provisions of the Central Electricity Regulatory Commission

(Open Access in Inter-State Transmission) Regulations, 2004 dated 30.1.2004, on
the grounds stated in para 4 and 5 of the application.
(b)

Advise RLDCs for suitable amendments in the procedure issued by the

Central Transmission Utility on 31.3.2001 as brought out in para 6 of the
application.

2.

(c)

Consider the issues discussed in paras 7 and 8 of the application.

(d)

Issue necessary orders as deemed fit in the interest of justice.

The Commission on 30.1.2004 had finalised the regulations on Open Access in

inter-state transmission, in exercise of power to frame regulations conferred under
Section 178 of the Electricity Act, 2003 (the Act), named as Central Electricity Regulatory
Commission (Open Access in Inter-State Transmission) Regulations, 2004, (the
regulations) which were notified in the Gazette of India on 6.2.2004. The regulations
have been finalised after following a consultative process. As a part of this exercise a
concept paper prepared by the staff of the Commission was circulated among the
stakeholders and other interested persons during June 2003. Public hearing with
stakeholders, experts etc was held on 24th and 25th of

September 2003.

After

considering all the view points the Commission issued its order dated 14.11.2003. Based
on this order, the Commission published draft of the Central Electricity Regulatory
Commission (Terms and Conditions for Open Access) Regulations, 2003 on 2.12.2003
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affording one more opportunity to stakeholders to make their comments. The regulations
have already come into force. The regulations also define the procedure for redressal of
complaints on account of unfair practices, delays, discrimination, etc.

3.

The applicant is aggrieved by some of the provisions of the regulations as listed in

paras 4 and 5 of the application and, therefore, seeks review thereof, without having
resorted to redressal mechanism prescribed under the regulations, though some of its
grievances relate to actual implementation thereof. We are not adverting to the individual
grievances projected by the petitioner as in the first instance we propose to consider the
maintainability of the application for review.

4.

In accordance with Clause (f) of sub-section (1) of Section 94 of the Act, the

Commission for the purpose of any enquiry or proceedings under the Act is conferred the
powers as are vested in a civil court under the Code of Civil Procedure (the Code),
among others, for reviewing its decisions, directions and orders. The power of the civil
court in regard to review are contained in Section 114 read with Order 47 of the Code.
The civil court exercises power to review in the context of adjudication of civil disputes
inter-parties.

The powers under the Code are not exercisable by the civil courts to

remedy any grievances arising out of powers exercised by the court in the form of
delegated legislation. Therefore, it follows that the powers conferred on the Commission
by virtue of Clause (f) of sub-section (1) of Section 94 of the Act to review its decisions,
directions and orders are limited to the adjudicatory functions of the Commission under
the Act. So far as the regulations are concerned, these are in the nature of subordinate
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legislation. Accordingly, the provisions of these regulations are beyond the scope of
review under Clause (f) of sub-section (1) of Section 94 of the Act.

For this precise

reason, the application for review is not maintainable.

5.

Under the regulations, the Central Transmission Utility has been declared as the

nodal agency for arranging the long-term transmission access when its own system is
used. The nodal agency for the short-term transmission access are the Regional Load
Despatch Centres of the region where point of drawal of electricity is situate. Under
these regulations, the Central Transmission Utility is authorised to devise the procedure
and form of application for granting open access. The Central Transmission Utility is
further enjoined the responsibility to coordinate the formulation of procedure, guidelines
and application form to be issued by the Regional Load Despatch Centres as the nodal
agency for short-term open access.

Powergrid Corporation of India, as the Central

Transmission Utility has issued the procedure on 31.3.2004.

In this application, the

applicant seeks modification of some of the provisions contained in the procedure issued
by the Central Transmission Utility on 31.3.2004. We take note of the fact that para 1.4
of the procedure issued by the Central Transmission Utility envisaged some teething
problems. It is envisaged that in order to resolve the problems, the procedure would be
reviewed if necessary after a period of three months. The applicant has further prayed
for certain reliefs, which do not arise out of the procedure finalised by the Central
Transmission Utility.
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6.

The applicant has combined separate causes of action in the same application for

review. The application is a glaring instance of misjoinder of causes of action. That
apart, the procedure prescribed by the Central Transmission Utility are subject to review
in the light of experience to be gained after three months as we have noticed above.
Therefore, for these reasons also, we find that the application for review lacks
maintainability.

7.

Accordingly, the application for review is dismissed.

8.

Notwithstanding the position stated above, Section 21 of the General Clauses Act

lays down that where by any Central Act, a power to issue notifications, orders, rules or
bye-laws is conferred then that power includes a power exercisable in the like manner
and subject to the like sanctions and conditions (if any) to add to, amend, vary or rescind
any notifications, orders, rules or bye-laws so issued. Accordingly, by virtue of these
provisions of law, the Commission has the power to add, amend or vary any of the
provisions of the regulations. This power may be exercised by the Commission suo motu
or on the representation made by any person affected or likely to be affected adversely.
At the hearing, the representatives of a number of state utilities and IPPs represented
that they also felt practical difficulties in execution of the provisions of the regulations.
Therefore, they sought opportunity to ventilate their grievances on certain matters. The
regulations were finalised after previous publication and there should not be much scope
of re-agitating the issues as the stakeholders had the opportunity of representation before
finalisation of the regulations. Nevertheless, we grant opportunity to the state utilities and
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all others concerned to project their difficulties on the practical aspects of the regulations.
The difficulties may be addressed to the Secretary of the Commission latest by
17.6.2004. The Commission will consider the representations received on the subject
and take a further view whether any changes or amendments needed to be made in the
regulations in the light of representations received.

9.

Similarly, the difficulties in regard to the procedure laid down for making

application for open access should be addressed to the Central Transmission Utility who
will consider the matter dispassionately and provide the necessary redressal, where the
grievance is justified, without waiting for period of 3 months provided in para 1.4 of the
procedure issued.

Sd/(BHANU BHUSHAN)
MEMBER

Sd/(K. N. SINHA)
MEMBER

New Delhi, the 27th May, 2004
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